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Thirty-six years ago, my husband and I moved to New Hampshire. We left our former lives, our
families, and our friends behind for the beauty, serenity, and rural ness of this state. We knew
we wanted to raise a family here.
So my husband came ahead and started a successful small business in the Lakes Region of
New Hampshire. After finishing out my teaching contract, I followed with our five year old
daughter, Sarah. We rented in Groton while we thoughtfully investigated school systems and
communities. Within 18 months, we knew we wanted to live in New Hampton. It had the
sprawling landscapes we wanted, the hills and the river, the small town community, the rich
history. It was beautiful . It was perfect.
We bought a fixer-upper two family in the village so we could save money for a permanent
home- one with history, for me, and with land, for my husband . All Sarah wanted was woodswith wildlife- to walk and play in. As we fixed up one house and searched for another, Sarah
walked to the small neighborhood school, and I taught elementary grades in the same school
system from which I would retire thirty-two years later.

In early Fall of 1986 we found a small cape on a back
road that was in such bad repair that we originally
dismissed it. It had no heat. It needed a kitchen and
bathroom. It had priwies and missing floorboards. I
walked in the front door, looked at the sagging ceilings,
the holes in the horsehair plaster, the crumbling
fireplace, the recent evidence of animal life, and I turned
to my husband and said - are you kidding me? But,
throughout the winter and into the spring, we each found
ourselves driving out of our way to go by this house,
each time slowing down, each time rethinking our decision. By May we knew it was the property
we wanted. It had history and it had land ... fifty-two wooded acres, for Sarah.
It took a very long time to make that falling down house into a home, and, in truth, we're still
working on it. After years of burning wood, we put in a real heating system. A few years back, I
finally got upper kitchen cabinets. Yet the small bottle of champagne that a friend gave us as a
housewarming gift still sits in the refrigerator, waiting for the house to be "done". Still, we save
up for our next big project.
We are not rich people, and we never will be. But we were
always comforted by the fact that we had our own home, humble
as it is, and that we owned land. Land with deer and moose and
owls at night. Land with a brook that rushes downhill in the spring
past oak and hemlock and a huge old maple. Land that we will
leave to Sarah, who knows it by heart, and now teaches it to our
granddaughter. Land that she and her husband had planned to

build their own home on, but now will not even consider as a gift. Land with a PSNH
right-of-way.
The proposed Northern Pass project will bisect our land. I am concerned about the habitat of the
animals that live there, how construction will affect the wildflowers and the plants that grow
there, how it will impact the potential value of our land, which is all we have to leave our
daughter. Already, in just the very early stages of this project, the vernal pool is gone, the one
that I visit each spring to track the first sounds of spring peepers. Morning's quiet has been
broken by the sounds of helicopters over the power line. On my walks, I pass under the wooden
poles down the road and turn to look up the hill where the deer cross, and I imagine towering
steel structures marching up the hill and reaching up to the sky.
When we moved here so long ago, we made a committment
to our state. When we worked and planned to purchase and
then improve upon our property, we made an investment in
our community. We continue to be committed to both. My
husband recently ended his career working in a local health
care facility, making sure that patients were comfortable and
safe during their stays there. In my retirement from teaching,
I continue to work with small children from town on the
earliest of literacy skills and with young adults who are in
training to teach. Even our daughter chose to buy a home in
a neighboring town, far from the threat of Northern Pass, and
now works in a local school.
We purposefully chose New Hampshire for its pristine beauty and quiet majesty. We
intentionally chose New Hampton for its history, its breathtaking landscape, and its natural
appeal. Northern Pass promises to mar and scar all of this, and for unnecessary reasons.
Please, bear in mind how your decision will impact those who have, in good faith, made life-long
committments such as we have.
Thank you.
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